Foreman - Refactor #31569
Refactor # 23010 (Closed): add deprecation warnings to all flotcharts functions

Deprecate flot_pie_chart
01/04/2021 09:59 PM - Ondřej Ezr

| Status: | Closed |
| Priority: | Normal |
| Assignee: | Ondřej Ezr |
| Category: | JavaScript stack |
| Target version: | |
| Difficulty: | |
| Pull request: | https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8228 |
| Triage: | No |
| Fixed in Releases: | 2.4.0 |
| Bugzilla link: | |
| Found in Releases: | |

Description
Deprecate flot_pie_chart and render default patternfly Donut chart.

Related issues:
Precedes Foreman - Refactor #32009: Remove flot_pie_chart
Closed

Associated revisions
Revision 4ff6f0a1 - 01/28/2021 04:46 PM - Ondřej Ezr
Fixes #31569 - deprecate flot pie chart
Deprecates 'flot_pie_chart' and uses React Donut chart by default.
It still keeps possibility to fallback to flot chart if someone uses some advanced options, that will be needed to add to Foreman chart implementation first.

History
#1 - 01/04/2021 10:04 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ondřej Ezr
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8228 added

#2 - 01/28/2021 04:46 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.4.0 added

#3 - 01/28/2021 05:01 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman|4ff6f0a1f0b8c6227f91a6b2bcd5c33a00b22a18.

#4 - 03/03/2021 09:13 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Precedes Refactor #32009: Remove flot_pie_chart added

#5 - 03/18/2021 08:47 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Category set to JavaScript stack